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The Curtain Will Rise Again!

President’s Report
Hi There Everyone!
As we go into another month, the world seems stranger and stranger. I
personally miss going down to the theatre and meeting members down
there. Hopefully the government will print their plans for the end of
lockdown (at the right time of course) when we can get back to the
entertainment business and bring the theatre to life again. We have several
productions in the pipeline which we are longing to bring to the
public. Let’s make next year a bumper year for productions! That means
we need a lot of help (not all massive amounts of help, some very small) to
achieve this.
We have news about some of our members. Alex has had his bone marrow
transplant and is slowly progressing. James Jones is in St. Mary’s, not with
Covid 19, and we hope is slowly getting better. Kevin Wilson is recovering
from an illness and Angela Redding is recuperating as well. I wish all these
members, and any others who might be suffering, all the very best and hope
they soon are back to normal.
As I mentioned last month we are still in the process of getting the roof
appeal really going forward, so if you can come up with ideas, suggestions,
offers of help and of course any donation to our Just Giving fund online
(Trinity Theatre) - we also take plain old fashioned cash, cheques etc. We
have now received the conditional survey and hope to now go forward in
obtaining grants. Unfortunately no-one has come forward with any ideas or
suggestions for fund raising so come on everyone please - thinking caps on
please! I know there are a lot of clever people out there.
Until next month - please take care of yourselves, pray this virus dies quickly
and that we can get back to some sort of normality.

DINAH
(291459 or 07876 021194 or twiga321@gmail.com)

Performances Online
Whilst professional and amateur theatres are closed many
performances are available to watch online,
here are a few of them:
The Shows Must Go On! – Universal Pictures are uploading a
musical from Andrew Lloyd Webber every Friday at 7pm. They are
only available for 48 hours.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdmPjhKMaXNNeCr1FjuMva
g
The National Theatre are uploading 1 play a week on a Thursday
https://www.youtube.com/user/ntdiscovertheatre
Another Musical Theatre Song from Luke on Classroom Instrument!
Somewhere Over The Rainbow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUgZwQFKePk
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Poet’s Corner
On the south west coast of the Isle of Wight, in an area rich in dinosaur
fossils, is a wave cut platform containing what are believed to be the
footprints of the dinosaur, Iguanadon. A friend of mine named Helen badly
twisted her ankle while walking over this ledge, and I liked the idea that she
may have trodden on one of these footprints, and that the actions of one
individual animal could have a direct effect on another a hundred million
years later.
Steve Tavener
FOOTPRINTS
When dinosaurs walked on the land, they left deep footprints in the sand.
As buried sand was pressurized, the footprints became fossilized.
A hundred million years went past, when Helen tried to walk too fast
Upon the rocks with footprints deep, with flimsy shoes upon her feet.
Her foot went over, “Ouch,” she cried, “I must have stepped upon the side
Of a deep dent a dino made, with broken foot the price I’ve paid.”
I wonder if Iguanadon, when making footprints way back yon,
Assessed the risk of damage to poor Helen’s foot that he might do.
It’s harsh to give him too much blame, for what we do is just the same.
The footprints that we leave behind are huge, yet we give little mind
To other species living now, let alone considering how
We might affect what’s yet to come, and we think dinosaurs were dumb!

Poet’s Corner
Based on a true story. – By John Pollard
I took my suit to the cleaners in Cowes
With a pair of jeans and my wife’s pink blouse
The lady in the shop gave me ticket 110
Ready Thursday week so come back then.
The week it passed as 7 days do
I went back with the cash and the ticket too.
Smart clean suit, jeans with a tag
Gillian’s blouse in a plastic bag.
My wife was pleased, her blouse was fine
So she put it away and then checked mine.
The jeans looked smart, the jacket nice
But “Where are the trousers?" she asked twice.
Face like thunder, furrowed brow
“You’d better run back and find them …NOW”
So back Iran to the dry clean shop
“Has anyone seen my trousers drop?”
Peculiar looks folk gave to me.
I must be “one of those" you see.
I asked the folk at the Fountain Inn
“Did I drop my trousers when I came in?”
A siren wailed and lights flashed blue
Screeched to a halt like Police cars do.
“Dropping your pants on the Isle of Wight..
It’s off to the station and jail tonight.”
The moral of this story, all you men
Should you ever dry clean your trousers again.
Show some sense, protect your life.
Give her a kiss and SEND THE WIFE.
(The Police didn’t come!!!)

The Backcloth Saga
The Backcloth Saga by Steve Kimpton
It's nearly 3 years since we decided to sort out the two backcloth
problems. Firstly only - only the strongest backstage people could pull it
up! Some said it wasn't always like this but Mike Bucket pointed out that
this might be because we used to be younger and fitter.
Secondly the lighting team noted that the cloth nearly always had vertical
folds that cast shadows no matter how much they tried to eradicate them.
We don't have much room above the stage so the backcloth can't be hauled
up flat, as it would be in a purpose built theatre, instead it needs to be
rolled up in some way. The method already in use was very clever. The top
of the cloth was tied near the roof and the rest of it was rolled around a
roller. Ropes were wrapped around the ends of roller in the opposite
direction and led via pulleys to the stagehand who used them to raise or
lower the cloth. This arrangement gives a two to one mechanical advantage
because half the weight is taken by the cloth itself.

The obvious first stage was to look at the system to see what had gone
wrong. It turned out that the various pulleys were not as well aligned as
they probably were in the distant past. Any sailor would instantly expect
sorting this out to be the answer. It wasn't. In fact we weren't sure if it was
better or worse than before so we decided to do some measurements of
how difficult it actually was. This wasn't particularly easy. How do you
measure how hard you are pulling down on a rope?

We decided to stand on bathroom scales to see how much less we weighed
when we were pulling up the cloth. Friction in the system produced big
errors here but we didn't realise it at the time because these were modern
electronic scales so we had to let them settle before we could take a
reading.
The results showed that pulling the cloth up was very hard - no surprise
there - but oddly the effort wasn't consistent. Generally it got harder as the
cloth rose but there were some places where it became easier. At the time
we had no idea why.
We thought there were two obvious solutions to making the backcloth
system easier to use:
A) To use a cleverer rigging system to give a better mechanical advantage perhaps including counterweights
B) To mount the roller near the roof and allow the cloth to be pulled up and
down like a roller blind.
At first glance A looks easy, but it isn't! The difficulty is that the roller/cloth
has to move up and down by about 4m but any arrangement that is going to
give a significant advantage needs a length between pulleys of several times
that and we just don't have the space.
The counterweight ideas are equally unworkable. We did experiment with a
couple but it was all rather frightening as the weights swinging around
above our heads looked very dangerous. And we found that the weights
tended to come to equilibrium at just one spot and it was then even harder
to move the cloth than without them. At the time, we wrongly blamed
friction in the system.
Alex Quilter got some heavyweight bearings so that we could give system B
a try and although this was not initially successful, taking the backcloth
down to fit them revealed the underlying problems:
1) The cloth itself was very heavy. This was a real surprise. We had assumed
that the roller was relatively heavy and the cloth relatively light. In fact, that
was the whole logic for mounting the supposedly heavy roller in the roof in
the first place. In retrospect we might have realised that every show that
puts another 5kg of paint on the cloth without removing the previous layer
adds 5kg to the overall weight.

2) The roller was bendy and permanently sagged in the middle. This
explained both the curious weight measurements we had seen and the
annoying folds in the cloth.
We had wondered why the roller had wooden strips all round it and had put
the question in Stage Whisper 381 of November 2018 but without receiving
any replies. We now realised that the strips were an attempt to stiffen the
roller. Without them, the 4 inch plastic soil pipe has very little rigidity and
over time the wooden strips had taken up the bent shape.
We then did lots of engineering calculations on different types of roller
material to make sure our replacement would stay nearly straight
(everything bends a bit!) Our cloth is 6m wide and it was very difficult to
find anything that would do the job because the sag goes up with the cube
of the width.
Following various experiments with bearings inside the roller, we decided to
provide a set of 4 cradles equipped with skateboard wheels. The new roller
with the cloth wrapped round it sits in these so that longest unsupported
length is only 2m.
Ropes are still used to turn the roller but now a chain counterweight is used
to balance the system. As the cloth rises, less of its weight needs to be
balanced but this is matched by an equal weight of the chain being on the
floor.

Unfortunately this system didn't work first time because the old cloth had
distorted to the bend of the previous roller and so wouldn't roll up evenly.
We now have a new cloth and as soon as it has been sized, we'll see if it
works for the next show that needs it. Fingers crossed!

Theatrical Quiz

Answers
Q1: The first performance of Joseph was 1968
Q2: William Shakespeare wrote 154 Sonnets
Q3: Steven Schwartz west end show is Wicked
Q4: West Side Story is based on Romeo and Juliet
Q4: ‘Mischief Theatre’ write and perform plays that all “Go Wrong”
Q5: Frenchy and Danny are both characters in Grease
Q6: Trigorin can be found in The Seagull
Q7: The Film, turned Musical about the the story of a lounge singer was
Sister Act
Q8: The play by Bertolt Brecht was The Caucasian Chalk Circle
Hiding in the front end of the Pantomime horse was Mo White!

Stage Whisper – The Next Edition
Could all contributions for the the June Edition be emailed to
MulhernEvents@gmail.com by the 1st of June for distribution
that week.

